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A number of spelling strategies are available to help
students who do not have a good visual memory. Phonics is a valuable
tool in the early grades. Many students benefit from studying word
families. Mnemonic devices and tactile methods are also useful.
Spelling gains importance when students write, although both the
purpose for writing and the audience must be considered. The dilemma
for principals is how to provide appropriate guidance and support for
teachers. The following research-based practices may prove helpful:
(1) recognize that spelling is a writing skill; (?) remember that

spelling is a developmental process; (3) use devel,pmentally
appropriate practices; (4) insist on correct spelling of words that
have been studied; (5) concentrate on high-frequency words; (6) make

a distinction between vocabulary words and spelling words; (7) focus

instruction on time-tested strategies; (8) encourage students to use
personal word lists; (9) emphasize word study; (10) encourage parent
participation; (11) immerse students in literacy activities; and (12)
teach spelling, do not just test it. (Five commonly asked questions
and their answers are included.) (RS)
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Having a piece of spinach
stuck between your teeth
isn't a big dealuntil you
open your mouth to smile.

Poor spelline is a little like thatit
isn' t much of a problem until you put
words on paper. But for many princi-
pals, spelline can be that "piece of spin-
ach" that mars an otherwise exemplary
instructional program.

Few curricular issues elicit as much
concern from parents as faulty spelline.
All too often the principal is caught in
a cross-fire between parents and teach-
ers when student spelling performance
comes under scrutiny, especially in
schools that boast progressive language
arts programs.

According to one estimate, between
15 and 20 percent of Americans are
poor spellers (Kelly 1992). Unfortu-
nately, most poor spellers go through
life assuming that their inability to spell
also makes them poor writers. We see
this attitude reflected in schools across
the nation, with children frequently re-
strictine. their writing to simple words
they can readily spell.

Contrary to Benjamin . mklin' s sug-
gestion that "an educated man should

Rebecca Bowers Sipe

be able to spell any word at least six
ways," we are a nation obsessed with
correctness in spelling. Schools and
businesses have been known to turn
down prospective employees because
of misspellings on letters and resumes.
Writers need to be understood by their
readers, and misspelled words are a
source of distraction and irritation. It is
important that schools provide effec-
tive strategies for students with chronic
spelling problems to save them from a
lifetime of inhibition about their writ-
ing abilities.

Children blessed with strong visual
memory learn to spell with little effort
or stress. But for others, spelling tests
are sources of high anxiety, sweaty
palms, and upset stomachs. They feel
inferior because they are not as "smart"
as the good spellers.

Spelling Strategies
There are a number of strategies

available to help students who are not
blessed with great visual memory. The
most basic of these is to provide poor
spellers with dictionaries and teach them
how to look up words. Word processors
not only enable writers to easily revise
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their work, but also check for spelling
errors.

Because different strategies work for
different learners, a wide assortment is
necessary. Phonicssounding out
wordsis a valuable tool in the early
grades, although less so as a child's
vocabulary becomes more sophisticated
and begins to include words that often
don't fit the traditional phonetic struc-
ture, or are not spelled the way they
sound (Gentry 1981).

Many students benefit from study-
ing word families. When studying the
word honor, for example, students also
discuss honorable, honoring, honored,
and honorary, adding five new and cor-
rectly spelled words to their written
repertoire. Successful teachers fre-
quently cover their walls with word
families, surrounding their students with
language and encouraging frequent ex-
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perimentation with these words in ev-
eryday writing assignments.

Mnemonic devices (from Mneu mos.
the Greek god of memory ; often help
students with the spelling of difficult
words. I had to look up the word ac-
commodate every time I wrote it until
someone suggested that I remember "to
accommodate the twins.- Using this
device. I now correctly double both
consonants every time I write the word.
Teachers who encourage students to
create silly pictures or jingles for con-
fusing w ords make spelling less threat-
ening and more fun.

Some learners must rely on tactile
methods. 1 have observed a child who
experiences success by writing words
in his left palm with his right index
finger. He says that it helps him to later
remember the "feel- of a word that he
wants to write.

!spelling as a Writing Skill
Spelling gains importance when we

write, although both the purpose for
writing and the audience must be con-
sidered. Spelling in a personal diary
obviously presents few concerns, and
we don' t worry about perfection when
writing to close friends. However, cor-
rectness becomes an issue when writ-
ing in a more formal mode. Students
need opportunities to write for a variety
of audiences to sense the differences in
requirements ( Nloffett and Wagner
1992).

PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY

This article is in support of the
following standards from Quality
Elementary and Middle Schools
(NAESP 1990) and Quality
Programs for Young Children: Early
Childhood Education (NAESP
1990):

Curriculum. The curriculum
includes experiences that provide
children with basic skills necessary
to function effectively in a global
society.

The teachor uses varied teaching
strategies. depending on the
developmental levels of the
children.

While students need opportunities to
explore the writing process that works
best for them, they also need the reas-
surance of knowing that even published
authors do not write perfect first drafts.
When I am writing for a critical audi-
ence. I call on trusted colleagues to
proofread my last draft. Student writers
may similarly rely on peer review
groups. conferences with a teacher-edi-
tor, or help from a friend or family
member. Only when the piece of writ-
ing takes its final form does spelling
become significant. The more impor-
tant the work, the higher the value on
its correctness.

What Principals Can Do
The dilemma for principals is how to

provide appropriate guidance and sup-
port for teachers who want to help poor
spellers but do not want to arrest their
development as writers. The following
successful, research-based practices
may prove helpful:

Recognize that spelling is a writing
skill that must be addressed as part of
the writing process. Good writing often
takes multiple revisions, and spelling
matters only in the final draft. Show
young writers the array of tools and
strategies available to assist in correct-
ing final drafts.

Remember that spelling is a devel-
opmental process. Preschoolers begin
to experiment with language in print
the same way that they learn to talk, by
connecting sounds and letters. In thc
early writing stage. the letters don't
necessarily relate to the meaning in-
tended, which can be equated with "bab-
bling- in print. By the end of grade one
or early in grade two. most children are
ready to begin using strategies that will
lead them to correct spelling. Forma;
spelling programs may be of most ben-
efit during this stage (Gentry 1931).

Use developmentally appropriate
practices such as invented (temporary )
spelling. As children become fluent in
wriuen language. encourage them to
capture their thoughts first and worry
about correctness afterward. In early
drafts. w riters may "invent- spelling
for words they don't know, in effect
holding places open until they have

time to supply the correct words in the
final draft.

Students' vocabulary should never
he limited to words they can spell. In-
stead. encourage them to use invented
spelling and to circle the words of which
they are uncertain. But students should
understand that correct spelling speeds
up the writing process by freeing the
writer to concentrate on meaning.

Insist on correct spelling of-words
that have been studied. Too often, words
that were spelled correctly on 7riday's
test show up misspelled on Monday's
writing assignment. Students need re-
peated practice to assure long-term re-
tention, and this practice must be in the
context of their own writing. While the
traditional method of writing each word
ten times has no proven effect, using
spelling words in original writ;ng cor-
relates to a high degree of retention.

Concentrate on high-frequency
words that are relevant to student writ-
ing. Lists of such words are easily ob-
tained and form the basis of most com-
mercial spelling programs. As few as
1,000 words constitute 90 percent of
everyday writing and 5.000 words ac-
count for 99.2 percent (Horn 1926).
Although it may be nice t'or students to
be able to spell words like mezzanine, it
is far more efficient to concentrate on
words they will use frequently.

Make a distinction between vocabu-
lary words and spelling words. V ocabu-
lary instruction is important. but vo-
cabulary lists arc an inappropriate
substitute for the more frequently used
spelling words. Students must be able
to read and use a word for at least six
months before they are requiredto spell
it correctly.

Focus instruction on time-tested
strategies. Use a test-study-test method
to introduce new words and error analy-
sis to determine the types of errors be-
ing made.

In the test-study-test method, stu-
dents are pretested on a word list before
formal study begins. With teacher guid-
ance. they identify misspelled words
and write the correct forms in the center
column of the paper. For the final test,
students write the words in the right-
hand column. If a student misses many
words, the list may be too difficult.
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Error analysis involves examining
both correct and incorrect spelling, and
attemptine to identify patterns of
strength and weakness. Instruction may
then be adjusted to meet individual
needs ( Shauehnessy 1979).

Encourage students to use personal
word lists. Each week students should
identify words they routinely use but
have difficulty spelling. These should
become part of the student's core words
for study that week.

Emphasize word study. Display
charts and maps of word families. Look
for key words everywherein newspa-
pers. on signs. in all types of books
and decorate classroom walls and ceil-
ings with them.

Encourage parent participation.
Give parents suggestions for home ac-
tivities that can help students learn to
spell by keeping journals, writing notes
or letters, playing word games. and re-

hearsing the next day's spelline words.
Most commercial spelling programs
have parent involvement packets.

Immerse students in literacy activi-
ties. Students need to see words, talk
about words, write words, and play with
words. Immersing students in any of
these activities supports all phases of
literacy.

Teach spelling, don't just test it.
Spelling instruction has too often been

Common Questions about Spelling

Why doesn't the teacher correct spelling?
Children learn to read and write the same wa) diey

learn to talk, and teachers encourage children to have
confidence in their writing by concentrating on the
message they are trying to coney rather than :te cor-
rectness of the spelling.

As children gain confidence in writing, they are
taught that correct spelling and the conventions of lan-
guage are important. Teachers let children know that
while they need not be concerned about correctness in
their rough drafts, they should strive to make their
published pieces error-free.

By encouraging students to edit their own work as
much as possible, the teacher builds independence and
responsibility. Although the teacher may need to assist
in fixing things a child may have missed, it is critical
that children understand that everyone makes mistakes,
and that the only thing worse than making a mistake is
being afraid to try (Mathews 1992).

How do you teach spelling?
This is a thorny ques:ion, particularly for teachers

who choose to abandon the traditional spelling lists in
favor of integrating spelling with other instruction.

One second grade teacher, who eliminated weekly
spelling tests in favor of a multifaceted spelling strat-
egy, uses word banks. picture dictionaries and thesau-
ruses, printed resources. a word wall, spelling rules,
writing words three different ways (to see which ap-
pears to be correct), slow articulation ("stretching") of
some words, diagnostic observation of student writing,
and modeling (Bartch 1992).

Do you need spelling books?
As we move toward integrating thc language arts, the

need for separate books for handwriting, grammar. and
spelline will decrease. But a school should have a few
copies as reference tools and as security blankets for

teachers who need reassurance that they are not leaving
anything out.

How do you grade?
Letter gradine on traditional report cards is ill-matched

to the developmental child-centered learning in today's
classrooms. Teachers who celebrate children's progress
through the stages of writing are loathe to assign a "D" to
a child who has progressed but still performs below
grade level.

Teachers who integrate instruction find it hard to
isolate grades for each area of the language artshand-
writing, composition, response to literature, mechanics,
and spelling. If letter grades are to be administered,
Woodley and Woodley (1989) suggest holistic scores of
5 to I. based on the degree to which students have
completed tasks, their effectiveness in expressing them-
selves, and any demonstrated growth or development in
writing or reading. The numbers can then be converted to
letter grades.

Many schools and districts are replacing letter grades
on report cards with behavioral listings, such as "Takes
risks when readifig," with teachers checking off "fre-
quently," "sometimes," or "rarely."

Marguerite C. Radencich
Reading Supervisor
Dade County Public Schools
Miami, Florida
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equated with busy work. It must he
integrated into all classroom activities
and tied closely to the writing program.

We must let students know spelling
skill has nothing to do with intelligence.
and that being a poor speller does not
condemn one to being a poor writer any
more than being a good speller guaran-
tees that one will be a good writer.
There are lots of strategies to help poor
spellers. They shouldn't let that "piece
of spinach- spoil their smiles.
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ON CALL FOR KIDSAGAIN!
The National Principals' Hotline, NAESP's toll-free phone service manned by 150 principals at
our annual convention, will be up and running for its fifth year at the following times:
Sunday, March 6-11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Monday, March 7-7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 8-7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

(Eastern Time)

Tell parents and your
community to call us at
1-800-944-1601 with their
questions on education and
children.

The Hotline, a public service
from NAESP and the
volunteer efforts of its
members, is made possible by
NAESP's partners, Family
Circle magazine and Teachers
Insurance and Annuity
Association (TIAA).

Principals
On Call for

tips
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